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Lessons from Laos for the
Zambezi dam engineers
Two of KGAL’s major projects met head on
in March 2019 when six engineers from the
Zambezi River Authority (ZRA) travelled to
Xayaburi in Laos for training.
ZRA operates Kariba Dam on the border of Zambia
and Zimbabwe, where KGAL has been working
with Stucky of Switzerland on a major project to
refurbish the spillway. Part of the scope is a new
emergency gate to provide an alternative way of
closing off a spillway gate water passage. This
type of gate is new to ZRA and the training was
organised to demonstrate operation of a similar
design of emergency gate already in operation at
Xayaburi, designed by KGAL and manufactured
and installed by Whessoe.

After a long time in planning and an eventful journey (plenty of
delays and rescheduling), the six ZRA engineers, accompanied by
a KGAL engineer, finally arrived at Xayaburi site on 7th March to
an enthusiastic welcome from the Whessoe staff. Training started
in the classroom with a presentation and discussion on the general
issues with emergency equipment – it is not often used, tends to
be neglected and, as a consequence, often fails when it’s needed –
then on to the specific issues associated with an emergency gate
including maintenance, testing and operator training. With the
classroom work complete, the training moved to the site where the
Xayaburi emergency gate was assembled using the gantry crane
and lowered into the gate slot.
There was time for a little sightseeing during the return trip, with
an evening in Luang Prabang and a trip to the Kuang Si waterfalls
before the long trip back to Lusaka.

The Kariba Dam engineers at the Xayaburi emergency gate

New storm gate
installed at Polperro
A new storm gate was installed at
Cornwall’s Polperro Harbour entrance in
September. The tidal gate shelters the
inner harbour during storms and reduces
flood risk. It incorporates a hydraulically
operated mechanical bottom sections,
which raise prior to gate operation to
allow any sand and gravel that has built up
following a storm to clear.
The gate was seriously damaged in 2009
and 2014 and the Environment Agency
appointed NMCN Sustainable Solutions in
2017 as principal contractor to complete
major repairs.
The new gate was designed by KGAL and
fabricated and installed by Centregreat
Engineering in Cardiff.

The new storm gate in situ

Installing the new gate

The Ipswich Tidal Barrier
Project highly commended
Along with being short-listed in the Climate
Resilience Project of the Year category of
the British Construction Industry Awards
2019, the Ipswich Tidal Barrier project has
also been highly commended by the ICE
in the Civil Project of the Year category of
the 2019 National Construction Excellence
Awards, with an award of Exceptional Merit
for Technical Excellence and Innovation.
These Awards are designed to showcase
and reward achievement for organisations
and individuals successfully driving
excellence within the industry.

We are proud to have been involved in the Ipswich
Barrier project as specialist sub-consultant to Jacobs,
independent technical advisor to the Environment
Agency. Part of our role was to ensure that the many
interfaces between the mechanical, electrical and
hydraulic equipment and the civil structures were
thoroughly planned. Additional planning and design
work significantly reduced the amount of re-work
of the equipment and structures required during
installation.

Going Underground
Under contract to AMCO GIFFEN, our
engineers visited the ICL UK Boulby mine
to inspect and survey one of two 1000
Tonne capacity Ore Bins, where KGAL is
required to design and detail a replacement
bottom cone. The challenge is to design a
replacement cone to accommodate new,
replaceable, abrasion resistant linings,
together with numerous external flow
management devices, all to be supported
within the existing columns and ring beam.

Whilst underground, our Engineers were invited to
visit the Boulby Underground Laboratory, operated by
the Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC)
with the support of ICL UK. Science projects underway
at the Boulby Underground Laboratory range from
astrophysics (including the search for Dark Matter
in the Universe), to ultra-low background material
screening, studies of geology/geophysics, climate, the
environment, life in extreme environments on Earth and
beyond.

Every component will have to be
transported to the Ore Bin location via
the mine’s 1100m deep vertical shaft and
underground roadways, The Ore Bin is
used to hold freshly mined mineral before
transport by conveyor and the mineral
hoisting shaft, to the surface. Working
conditions present a challenge, with
temperatures approaching 35˚C.

KGAL engineers (L-R), Gustavo Alfonzo,
Dave Griffiths and Brent Imisson

Xayaburi reaches COD

Stewart Wingrove and Dave Griffiths recently attended Xayaburi site, along with key members
of the Whessoe Project Team, as guests of the scheme owners, XPCL, for a celebration of the
project reaching COD. Around 400 invited guests were in attendance at the event, hosted
within the purpose-built, permanent site facilities.

News in brief…….
Singapore Reservoirs
KGAL is pleased to announce that we will be working with Jacobs as sub-consultants to provide
climate change adaptation solutions for a number of freshwater coastal reservoirs in Singapore.
The reservoirs, each comprising gated barrages that exclude tidal intrusion, were built between
the 1970s and 1990s and are being upgraded to cater for global warming and rising sea levels.

Strathcona Dam, Canada
KGAL has been appointed by BC Hydro (BCH) in Canada to carry out a reliability analysis of the
proposed new low-level outlet (LLO) gates and gate operating systems at Strathcona Dam.

Kariba
The 9th Joint Mission of Panel of Experts (World Bank, African Development Bank, European
Development Bank and the Swedish Government) meeting was held in September. Construction
commenced on 23rd September, with completion due in early December 2023.

EXPOSURE
ICOLD 2019

We exhibited in the technical exhibition at ICOLD 2019 in Ottawa in June, and Russ Digby and Ken
Grubb presented a paper on best practices with respect to procurement of dam protection gates,
highlighting how custom and practice has not really kept up with the newer risk-based approach to
design and showing how this can be addressed.

Flood & Coast 2019

We also exhibited at this year’s Flood & Coast event in Telford in June. This three-day event comprised
an exhibition and a programme of workshops, presentations and panel sessions, which advanced the
debate about flood and coast erosion risk, flood resilience and flood response. We were really pleased to
have met so many industry professionals and asset owners on our stand, where potential collaboration
for innovative design and delivery partnerships was a hot topic.

HYDRO 2019

Along with exhibiting at Hydro 2019 in Porto in October, where we met a great number of our
international customers, partners and colleagues, our Mechanical Engineer, Yue He, delivered a
conference paper on Using Modern techniques to Future-Proof Century Old Hydraulic Gates.

KGAL’s Dave Griffiths, Yue He and Gustavo Alfonzo
with Mr Paulo Erbisti from Brazil on the
Hydro 2019 exhibition stand in Porto

Here’s Yue He with some of the other speakers in her session

ASIA 2020

We will be exhibiting with Whessoe Sdn Bhd at Asia 2020, which is being held in Kuala Lumpur in March.

And finally…….
Caught laying down on the job

Darryl qualifies as a
Prince 2 Practitioner

Our very own engineer, Yue He, was caught laying
down on the job during a control gate inspection for
First Hydro Company at Ffestiniog in July

Congratulations to Darryl Rasdell, one of
our Project Managers, who is now a
fully-fledged Prince 2 Practitioner.

KGAL sadly lost a valued member of the team in September this year. Dave Legg, a Design Engineer
in our Poole office, succumbed to a long battle with illness, which started in December last year.
Dave was a much-loved member of our team, universally liked and respected by all who had the
pleasure to work with or meet him. All available members of KGAL staff joined Dave’s family to
celebrate his life at Poole Crematorium on 1st October 2019. It must have been one of the largest
gatherings of engineers in the South of England, such was the high regard for Dave amongst his
peers. Our heartfelt regards go out to Dave’s family.
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